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a b s t r a c t

The aeronautic industry is facing many challenges regarding the lifetime, weight and ac-

curacy that aircraft skins must comply to meet stringent structural and aerodynamic re-

quirements. Currently, mechanical milling of aircraft skin parts of 2024-T3 aluminum alloy

is displacing the highly pollutant chemical milling. Consequently, flexible and reconfig-

urable vacuum holding fixtures are being increasingly employed, because they are

adaptable to several part geometries, but, since their rigidity is extremely reduced, the low

stiffness of parts limits severely their deployment. Aiming to harness the full potential of

these holding systems for aluminum alloy skin parts, a complete analysis of final thickness

achieved and cutting force is developed. Thin floor parts of different geometries are pocket

milled, simply screwed at their corners, emulating a skin part supported by four vacuum

cups. Process forces are continuously monitored, and final thickness is measured. It has

been proven that the reduction of mass and stiffness during milling causes a corre-

sponding reduction of the natural frequencies of the parts. Also, as long as natural fre-

quencies are not excited, final thickness error is almost constant and not affected by the

tool position, but only by the initial geometry and fixtures distribution of the part. Addi-

tionally, a new cutting force model for skin parts is empirically calculated. Unlike models

designed for fully supported parts, this model is designed for skins held in flexible fixtures.

It has a relative error of 5.6% and it allows to optimize the trajectory, geometry and support

distribution, thus boosting the use of flexible fixtures.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Nomenclature

ap Axial immersion

ae Radial immersion

d Distance between fixturing points

Dnear Ratio of the distance from the tool position to

the nearest fixturing point regarding the

distance from the center of the part

fz Feed per tooth
bF Forecasted force values

FRF Frequency response function

h Part initial thickness

MAE Mean absolute error

MAPE Mean absolute percentage error

MRR Material removal rate

S Spindle speed

SLD Stability lobes diagram

UHF Universal holding fixture

Vrem Ratio of the remaining volume of the part at the

tool position regarding the initial part volume

Z Number of teeth

Table 2 e Followed stages.

First Stage Second Stage

Task performed Preliminary tests Milling tests

Purpose Optimal milling

conditions

Force model determination

Thickness error analysis
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1. Introduction

Aircraft skin manufacturing is a challenging and demanding

issue, due to the high amounts of material, time and energy

that entails and the quality and tolerance requisites that are

imposed to these skins. A common material for these parts is

aluminum alloy 2024-T3, whose use is widespread among

aeronautic manufacturers due to its excellent mechanical

properties and its suitability meeting aeronautic re-

quirements [1]. Aluminum alloy skins can be fuselage parts,

wings, shells, bulkheads and doors, where pockets are

machined in order to reduce their weight [2]. Chemical milling

was the traditional technology employed for that purpose, but

it is highly hazardous and water contaminant, so it is being

replaced by mechanical milling [3]. Even so, mechanical

milling must still address significant challenges in order to

become a feasible and competitive technology in the field of

aircraft skins.

The thickness of these aircraft skins is ultra low and

consequently so is its stiffness, thus leading to an easy

appearance of chatter and forced vibration duringmechanical

milling, as well as static deflection [4,5] and thermal stresses

[6]. They cause aggravated tool wear, reduced spindle life and

poor surface quality [7,8]. The last problem is especially crit-

ical, as aircraft components must comply with the stringent

requirements and tolerances that are imposed due to aero-

dynamic considerations [9].
Table 1 e Geometry range of milled parts.

Part thickness (h) 2.03e3.18 e 4.83 mm

Part area 85 � 85e155 � 155e225 � 225 mm2

Distance between fixturing

points (d)

69e139 e 209 mm
Several technologies have been developed to cope low

stiffness of skin parts during milling, such are mirror milling

and fixture systems. Mirror milling is composed of two 5-

axis heads moving synchronously along the skin, one

opposite to the other. The first one mills the skin while the

second one supports it increasing the stiffness and assuring

correct thickness [10]. Nevertheless, mirror milling still en-

tails high investment costs, so it is not feasible for all kinds

of skin parts.

On the other hand, there is a great variety of fixture sys-

tems [11]. A moving magnetic clamping device that supports

the skin has been developed [12]. Another solutions include

elastomer layers that clamp the part and dampen the

machining process, as a neoprene-based device [13] and a

nitrile butadiene vacuum table, able to clamp different kinds

of parts and to mitigate vibrations [14].

However, themost usual industrial solution is still vacuum

holding fixtures [15], particularly for large skin parts. They can

be rigid and specific for a given skin part, or flexible and

reconfigurable for different skin geometries [16]. The first ones

achieve better final accuracy, but they are less versatile and

therefore costlier. Many parts in the aircraft industry are

manufactured in low batches, which makes rigid fixtures not

applicable for them [17]. On the contrary, flexible holding

fixtures can be adapted for different kinds of parts and ge-

ometries [18]. They usually consist of a bed of actuators with a

vacuum cup at the top holding the skin, as the so-called

Universal Holding Fixture (UHF). Some of them consist of a

modular solution, such as the one developed by MTorres [19],

which also includes a module for thickness measurement;

and other devices are a bed or grid of actuators. Companies

such as Modig [20], Kostyrka [21] and CMS [22] have developed

this kind of devices, designing them also for cutting, drilling

and trimming. On the other hand, Onexia provides a universal

holding fixture for aircraft parts, but it is focused on composite

materials, and for activities such as routing, drilling andwater

jet cutting [23]. Finally, Burdinberri creates vacuum tools for

supporting the skins during manual trimming [24].

One important disadvantage for the complete deployment

of universal holding fixtures for milling is their extremely

reduced rigidity, as well as the ultra-low stiffness of the skins

[25], which forces to increase the number of actuators aiming

to reduce unsupported area [26]; or that directly limits their

use for trimming, drilling and cutting only [27]. An analysis

regarding the influence of milling conditions and tool position
determination
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Fig. 1 e Part of 85 £ 85 £ 2.03 mm3 simply supported by four screws at its corners and ready for milling with the

accelerometer placed below.
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on surface roughness and process vibration in a layout of such

a low rigidity has been conducted [28], but there is still a need

for a complete force model and a deeper analysis on achieved

final thickness in end-milling operation, since cutting force is

a key parameter which greatly influences tool wear, part

deflection and surface quality [29], and the last two ones are

critical values for aeronautic tolerances and requisites.

The present study tries to harness the full potential of

flexible and reconfigurable holding systems, developing an

empirical model able to forecast the cutting forces that

happen in them. For that purpose, thin floors of different ge-

ometries have been pocket milled, simply screwed at their

corners, emulating a skin part supported by four actuators. In

a first stage the optimum milling conditions are determined,

and in a second stage these conditions are employed in a full-

factorial set of experiments formilling several thin floor parts.

Meanwhile, cutting forces are continuously monitored, and

thickness error is measured after milling. The purpose is to

determine the dimensional factors that mostly affect force

and thickness error by means of an analysis of variance, as

well as to empirically obtain the mathematical model able to

predict cutting force, which will make it possible to optimize

the trajectory of the tool, geometry of the parts and support

system, thus boosting the use of flexible fixtures. Finally, re-

sults have been analyzed, discussed and compared to the

available bibliography.
Table 3 e Obtained cutting force coefficients.

Ktc (N/
mm2)

Krc (N/
mm2)

Kac (N/
mm2)

Kte (N/
mm)

Kre (N/
mm)

Kae (N/
mm)

1849.26 238.51 �170.82 22.614 19.881 �14.946
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Tested parts and tools

Several thin floor parts of different thicknesses and areas are

tested. The dimensional ranges (part thickness and part area

ranges) of the parts tested are listed in Table 1. Each part area

has a corresponding fixture distribution, so there is a given
distance between fixturing points for each part area. Since

there are three different part thicknesses and three different

part areas, there are nine kinds of parts tested. In addition,

three parts are tested of each kind, so a total amount of 27

parts is milled.

The material is 2024-T3 aluminum alloy coming from a

lamination process. This alloy is composed of aluminum

(90.7%e94.7%), copper (3.8%e4.9%), magnesium (1.2%e1.8%),

manganese (0.3%e0.9%) and other elements in proportions

lower than 0.5%, such as chromium, iron, silicon, titaniumand

zinc. Its Brinell hardness is 120 and its density is 2.78 g/cm3

[30]. T3 is the name of a three-stage heat treatment to harden

and improve the mechanical properties of the alloy [31]. In

addition, 2024-T3 aluminum alloy has excellent mechanical

properties,machinability and surface finishing capability, so it

is a material widely used in the aeronautical industry [32].

The milling is conducted with the part elevated. Each part

is locally supported by four screws as fixturing points located

at its corners to an intermediate rigid block thatmaintains the

stability of the process. The part of higher area has a distance

between the centers of fixturing points d of 209 mm, which

corresponds to a usual distance between vacuum cups in

universal holding fixtures. The torque of each screw is 5 Nm.

All milling operations are performed in a 5-axis NC

machining center Ibarmia ZV 25U600 Extreme, and employ a

two flutes bull-nose tool Kendu 4400.60 with a 10 mm diam-

eter, 30� helix angle, 18� rake angle, 9� clearance angle for the

primary edge, 16� angle for the secondary edge and 2.5 mm

edge radius. The use of bull-nose tools is usual within the
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Fig. 2 e SLD for part of geometry 85 £ 85 £ 2.03 mm3, and

the operation point.

Fig. 3 e Milling toolpath followed in the parts.
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aeronautic industry, because they can leave a fillet radius in

the pockets [33]. Each part is milled with a new tool, so that

any tool wear would not affect the results, as wear have

considerable influence on the cutting force [34].

2.2. Methodology overview

Two consecutive stages are performed. First stage aims to

determine the optimal milling conditions to be employed in

the second stage, by means of the calculation of the stability

lobe diagram (SLD) that shows the most stable milling con-

ditions. Second stage employs these conditions in a full-

factorial based design of experiments and pursues the deter-

mination of the cutting force predictive model for aeronautic

skins, as well as the analysis of thickness error distribution.

The overview of the tasks is presented in Table 2.

2.3. First stage

This stage aims to determine the optimal milling conditions,

which include the milling strategy and the cutting parame-

ters. Regarding milling strategy, the outward helicoidal tool-

path is the optimum one in relation to process time, final

roughness and thickness accuracy [35].

Regarding cutting parameters, SLD is provided, as it shows

the combination of the spindle speed and axial immersion of

the tool in the part that leads to a stable milling. SLD is

calculated based on cutting coefficients and Frequency

Response Function (FRF) [36].

The three-dimensional model [37,38] and a mechanistic

approach [39,40] are employed to calculate the SLD.
Table 4 e Milling conditions for the parts.

Axial immersion (ap) 0.6 mm

Radial immersion (ae) 50%

Spindle speed 13,700 rpm

Feed per tooth (fz) 0.1 mm
Nevertheless, two phenomena affect SLD. On the one

hand, stability lobes of parts vary during milling due to the

reduction of mass and stiffness caused as a consequence of

material removal, which is relatively high [41]. On the other

hand, different SLDs may be needed as different part geome-

tries are tested. However, different spindle speeds may have

different thermal affections on the spindle, and therefore to

the final thickness achieved [42], so in order to neutralize this

effect it has been decided to maintain constant both the axial

immersion of the tool and the spindle speed in all the tests,

guaranteeing maximum stability at the beginning of the

milling for the part of area 85 � 85 mm2 and 2.03 mm thick.

This kind of parts has also been tested in several studies

[43,44]. Thus, a nominal axial immersion of 0.6mm is selected,

and the spindle speed would be the most stable one for that

test condition according to the SLD.

In aeronautic skin milling, since the stiffness of the part

throughout thickness direction is lower than the stiffness

of the tool, vibration is mainly dominated by the dynamic

properties and modes of the skin [45]. Consequently, SLD

is calculated considering both the FRF of the tool and the

FRF of the part in the thick direction [7]. As shown in

Fig. 1, the accelerometer is placed below the part, at its

center, since this is the point where the stiffness of the

part is lower [46].
Table 5 e Experimental dimensional parameters.

Parameter Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Part thickness (h) 2.03 mm 3.18 mm 4.83 mm

Distance between fixturing points (d) 69 mm 139 mm 209 mm

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.10.070
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Table 7 e ANOVA of process force.

Factor Parameter Values

h F-value 0.389

p-value 0.684

d F-value 8.806

p-value 0.002

h � d F-value 2.496

p-value 0.082
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Bull-nose end mills as the employed tool have a variable

lead edge angle from 0� to 90�. This non-linearity can be

simplified assuming a constant mean value for this angle [47].

In the current case a constant value of 20� is employed, as it

corresponds to an axial immersion of 0.6 mm [44].

Cutting coefficients are obtained performing grooving tests

at a rigid block of the same material with three different axial

immersions and feed per tooth and applying the mechanistic

model inversely. They are listed in Table 3.

The calculated SLD is shown in Fig. 2. Under the lobe line

the milling is considered stable. Thus, the optimal spindle

speed for an axial immersion of the tool of 0.6 mm is

13,700 rpm. The feed per tooth fz is set at 0.1 mm/tooth.

2.4. Second stage

The optimal milling conditions calculated in the first stage are

listed in Table 4. They correspond to a finishing operation. In

the most extreme case, the ratio of final thickness to part side

is lower than 0.6%.

These conditions are employed for a dry pocket face end-

milling following a square outward helicoidal toolpath in

each part, as shown in Fig. 3. Toolpaths corresponding to parts

of higher area comprise more straight cutting paths (33 paths

in parts of d ¼ 69 mm, 85 paths in parts of d ¼ 139 mm and 145

paths in parts of d ¼ 209 mm). The resulting tool spin fre-

quency is 228.3 Hz and the tooth passing frequency is 456.6 Hz.

Since the same milling conditions are employed for all the

parts, they only differ in their geometry.

The purpose of this stage is the analysis of thickness error

distribution, as well as the determination of the cutting force

predictive model for aeronautic skins taking an empirical

approach. So, a full-factorial methodology is carried out for

the experiments, testing two parameters with three levels of

each parameter (see Table 5).

2.5. Measurement instruments

Cutting forces are monitored with a Kistler 9257B dynamom-

eter table. The FRF is obtained employing a PCB impact

hammer model 086C03 and a cubic PCB accelerometer model

352A21, whose sensitivity is 1.041 mV/(m/s2) and has

1e10,000 Hz measuring range. Thus, the hammer causes an

excitation and the accelerometermeasures the corresponding

vibration response [48].

Cutting forces and FRF are registered and pre-processed in

a OR35 analyzer/recorder instrument with NVGATE software

(OROS).

The thickness distributions of the parts are measured in

final partswith anOlympus Panametrics-NDT 35DL ultrasonic

probe.
Table 6 e Suitability of process force data for an ANOVA.

Assumption Parameter Values

Normal distribution SW 0.962

p-value 0.422

Homogeneity of variance Levene 0.762

p-value 0.64
Both forces and final thicknesses are measured in the

middle of each straight cutting path (Fig. 4). It is considered

the most stable and representative zone of the milling oper-

ation, thus avoiding the change on cutting direction that takes

place at the beginning and end of each cutting path, where

two teeth of the mill simultaneously engage the part.

Also, only cutting paths perpendicular to lamination di-

rection are considered, in order to neutralize the possible ef-

fect that lamination could have on milling.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Effect of material removal on natural frequency

Milling causes a reduction of mass and stiffness of the parts,

which influences their dynamic behavior, as it leads to a

corresponding change in their natural frequencies [49], which

usually is a decrease [50]. Overall, it means that, regarding the

evolution of natural frequency, the reduction of stiffness as

consequence of the milling prevails over the reduction of

mass. In Fig. 5 the evolution of the first natural frequency of

each part is shown, before and after milling. Three parts have

been milled of each initial thickness h and distance between

fixturing points d. It must be noted that the first natural fre-

quency of the partswhose distance betweenfixturing points is

d ¼ 209 mm and h ¼ 3.18 mm is very close to the tool spin

frequency (228.3 Hz).

3.2. Effect of part geometry on process force

In order to analyse the effect of the initial part geometry and

setup (initial thickness h and distance between fixturing
Fig. 4 e Thickness and force measurement lines in a final

part.
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Fig. 5 e First natural frequency of each part before and after milling. a) d ¼ 69 mm. b) d ¼ 139 mm. c) d ¼ 209 mm.
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points d) on milling process force, an Analysis of Variance

(ANOVA) is performed. This a well-known technique, widely

employed in similar studies, although focused on cutting pa-

rameters [14] or tool geometry [51].

The assumption that data is normally distributed is

checked by means of Shaphiro-Wilk test, and the assumption

of variance homogeneity is checked by Levene test. A
Fig. 6 e Initial part thickness and distance between

fixturing points effects on process mean force.
confidence interval of 95% (a ¼ 0.05) is set. The results of these

statistical tests can be observed in Table 6. As their p-values

are over a, data is suitable for an ANOVA.

ANOVA determines the factors affecting process force. The

null hypothesis is that the factors or their combination have

no influence over process force. As shown in Table 7, it can be

stated with a 90% of confidence that the distance between

fixturing points d is the main parameter affecting process

force; as well as its combination to initial part thickness,

which can be considered as related to the volume or the mass

of the part.

As it can be observed in Fig. 6, mean and range of process

forces vary according to thickness and distance between fix-

turing points, so both should be considered in order to achieve

lower forces and a more stable milling.

3.3. Effect of part geometry on final thickness mean
error

In order to analyse the effect of the initial part geometry and

setup (initial thickness h and distance between fixturing

points d) on final thickness mean error, an Analysis of Vari-

ance (ANOVA) is performed. Final thickness error is defined as
Table 8 e Suitability of real thickness data for an ANOVA.

Assumption Parameter Values

Normal distribution SW 0.953

p-value 0.275

Homogeneity of variance Levene 0.431

p-value 0.886
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Table 9 e ANOVA of final thickness error.

Factor Parameter Values

h F-value 3.634

p-value 0.0485

d F-value 33.898

p-value <0.001
h � d F-value 4.68

p-value 0.01

Fig. 7 e Initial part thickness and distance between

fixturing points effects on thickness mean error.
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the deviation from the nominal final thickness pursued. Final

thickness mean error is calculated as the mean value of the

final thickness errors of the cutting paths.

The assumption that data is normally distributed is

checked by means of Shaphiro-Wilk test, and the assumption

of variance homogeneity is checked by Levene test. A confi-

dence interval of 95% (a ¼ 0.05) is set. The results of these

statistical tests can be observed in Table 8. As their p-values

are over a, data is suitable for an ANOVA.

Aiming to determine the factors affecting final thickness

error, an ANOVA is conducted. The null hypothesis is that the

factors or their combination have no influence over final

thickness achieved. As shown in Table 9, it can be stated with

a 90% of confidence that the null hypothesis is false and that

all the factors affect the final thickness error.

As it can be observed in Fig. 7, low initials thicknesses

entail higher variability in errors, and as long as distance be-

tween fixturing points increases, thickness mean error also

increases, almost lineally. Such increasing of thickness mean

error is related not only to the lower stiffness that higher

distances between fixturing points entail, but also to the

higher milling operation time, which could lead to a higher

thermal expansion of the spindle. This is an influencing

parameter that increases the final thickness mean error [43].

The parts whose geometry is h ¼ 3.18 mm and d ¼ 209 mm

exhibits a remarkably higher final mean error, since their first

natural frequency coincides with the tool spin frequency.

However, as shown in Fig. 8, its thickness mean error corre-

sponding only to the first 33 straight cutting paths of the tool-

path is not sohigh. The reasoncould be that at the beginning of

themilling first natural frequency of this part still differs to the

tool spin frequency. Conversely, the rest of the parts exhibit a

thickness mean error corresponding to these initial cutting

paths very similar to the one corresponding to the entire tool-

path. It means that tool position does not significantly affect

thickness error. However, a deeper analysis regarding tool

position and its effect on thickness error is carried out.

3.4. Effect of tool position on thickness error

Fig. 9, Figs. 10 and 11 show the effect that the tool position

along the cutting toolpath causes on thickness error. Each

column of each figure shows the three milled parts of the

same initial thickness h and the same distance between fix-

turing points d.

Overall, all the parts exhibit a higher error at the center,

due to the initial drilling, as well as to the lower stiffness at

this point [46]. Nevertheless, for each part, the thickness error

is constant in the remaining paths, so it could be compensated

prior to milling selecting proper milling parameters. One
important exception is the part where distance is d ¼ 209 mm

(Fig. 11), particularly the case of thickness h¼ 3.18mm. This is

the mentioned case in which the first natural frequency of the

part coincides with the tool spin frequency. It causes an

extremely high and very variable thickness error, which

makes compensation extremely difficult. The pattern of

thickness error that this case exhibits may be related to the

alternative pass of the mill tool through nodes and antinodes,

which affects modal response of the part [52].

Overall, Figs. 9, Figs. 10 and 11 probe that tool position

ought to be taken into account when an excitation of modes is

expected in order to reduce thickness error, but it is not a key

parameter regarding thickness error in the remaining cases.

3.5. Process force model

An empirical approach is followed in order to provide a suit-

able forcemodel able to relate cutting process forces tomilling

parameters and geometry of parts. This model has to consider

milling parameters, as they strongly influence cutting force

[53]. Consequently, milling parameters are grouped around

thematerial removal rate (MRR), as shown in eq. (1), where S is

spindle speed, ap is the axial immersion of the tool, ar is the

radial immersion, Z is the number of teeth of the tool and fz is

the feed per tooth [14].

MRR¼Z$fz$ap$ar$S (1)

Data has been randomly split and the 85% of the data has

been employed as training data for developing themodel, and

the 15% as testing data. The developed model is a linear

regression that allows the prediction of the module of the

cutting process force at each point of the toolpath, taking into

account not onlymilling parameters but also tool position and

material loss. This mathematical model of the module of the

resultant cutting force is shown in eq. (2).
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Fig. 8 e Initial part thickness and distance between

fixturing points effects on thickness mean error in first 33

paths.
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In the model, material removal rate is expressed in mm3=

min. Dnear is the ratio of the distance from the considered point

of the toolpath to the nearest fixturing points regarding the

distance from the center of the part. Vrem is the ratio of the

remaining volume of the part at the considered point of the

toolpath regarding the initial part volume. The model is valid
Fig. 9 e Thickness error in each cutting path for parts whose di

h ¼ 2.03 mm. b) h ¼ 3.18 mm. c) h ¼ 4.83 mm.
for the interval where Vrem >0:8 and Dnear >0:7, where the tests

have been performed.

bF ¼ �562:69� 0:00625$MRRþ 576:4$Vrem þ 789:4$Dnear

þ 14:58$hþ 0:0028$d2 � 0:009$MRR$Dnear

þ 0:0162$MRR$Vrem � 5$10�5$MRR$hþ 1:66$10�9$MRR$d2

� 780$Vrem$Dnear þ 5:62$h$Dnear þ 0:002$d2$Dnear

� 19:1$h$Vrem � 0:0048$d2$Vrem þ 2:4$10�5$d2$h

(2)

Even though other developed force models for similar

kinds of parts are based on potential regressions [14,39], no

significant differences regarding accuracy have been found for

the present case. The accuracy of the developed model is

checked bymeans of two statistical parameters, which are the

mean absolute error (MAE) and the mean absolute percentage

error (MAPE). MAE measures the average absolute deviation

between forecasted and real force values, andMAPEmeasures

the relative deviation. They are defined according to eq. (3)

and eq. (4), where N is the total amount of the available data

[54].

MAE¼
PN

i¼1jFi � bFij
N

(3)

MAPE¼100
N

$
XN

i¼1

����Fi � bFi

Fi

���� (4)

These statistical parameters are calculated for the testing

data. The results areMAE ¼ 2:4 N andMAPE ¼ 5:6%. Thus, the

model allows an accurate forecasting of forces, considering

the high variability that process forces undergo as conse-

quence of low stiffness.
stance between fixturing points is d ¼ 69 mm. a)

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.10.070
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.10.070


Fig. 10 e Thickness error in each cutting path for parts whose distance between fixturing points is d ¼ 139 mm. a) h

¼ 2.03 mm. b) h ¼ 3.18 mm. c) h ¼ 4.83 mm.
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In Fig. 12, experimental (red dots) and forecasted (green

triangles) values of process forcemodule are shown.Also, these

values are compared to the ones obtained according to an

existing force model for a fully supported part [43], shown as a

blue line.
Fig. 11 e Thickness error in each cutting path for parts whose d

h ¼ 2.03 mm. b) h ¼ 3.18 mm. c) h ¼ 4.83 mm.
It is known that a reduction of stiffness causes a reduction

of cutting forces [55]. This fact is confirmed in the present

case, where according to the models the cutting forces in a

part held only at their corners are lower than the ones ex-

pected for a fully supported part, which has higher stiffness.
istance between fixturing points is d ¼ 209 mm. a)

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.10.070
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Fig. 12 e Process force module experimental data (red dots)

and predicted values according to the developed model

(green triangles).
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Furthermore, in the milling of a part held only at their corners

the relationship between material removal rate and process

force is softer, since in the considered interval the slope of the

regression for fully supported parts is close to 4.7, and the

slope of the regression for simply screwed ones is close to 1.7.

In addition, in the case of simply screwed parts this relation is

affected not only by thematerial removal rate, but also by part

geometry and tool position, which also causes a higher vari-

ability in process force values.
4. Conclusions

In this work the potential of flexible and reconfigurable

holding fixtures is analyzed, where parts are milled without

back support. The analysis is focused on cutting process force

and final thickness achieved in the milling of ultra-low stiff-

ness aluminum alloy parts, which is a usual situation in the

aeronautic industry. The main outcomes of the paper are as

follows:

(1) Tool spin frequency should be different than the first

natural frequency of the part, in order to avoid exces-

sive vibrations that cause high and irregular thickness

error. Consequently, the FRF of the part should be ob-

tained prior to milling, taking into account that it

changes over time due to material loss, which causes a

reduction of both mass and stiffness. It has been

experimentally proven that this reduction of mass and

stiffness causes a corresponding reduction of the nat-

ural frequencies of the parts.

(2) Part final thickness error is mainly affected by the dis-

tance between fixturing points, as well as by the initial
part thickness. Consequently, as long as natural fre-

quencies are not excited, thickness error is almost

constant and not affected by the tool position, but only

by the initial geometry and fixtures distribution of the

part, so it can be reduced selecting proper milling

conditions.

(3) Milling process force is mainly affected by the distance

between fixturing points and the initial part thickness,

as well as by the part material loss and tool position. It

probes the high variability that milling forces experi-

enced in a situation of such a low rigidity and the high

number of involved factors, which makes force models

developed for fully supported parts not applicable for

them. Consequently, a predictive and comprehensive

forcemodel is provided consideringmilling parameters,

initial part geometry, fixturing points distance and tool

position:

bF ¼ �562:69� 0:00625$MRRþ 576:4$Vrem þ 789:4$Dnear

þ 14:58$hþ 0:0028$d2 � 0:009$MRR$Dnear

þ 0:0162$MRR$Vrem � 5$10�5$MRR$hþ 1:66$10�9$MRR$d2

� 780$Vrem$Dnear þ 5:62$h$Dnear þ 0:002$d2$Dnear

� 19:1$h$Vrem � 0:0048$d2$Vrem þ 2:4$10�5$d2$h

The model has a mean average error of 2.4 N and a mean

average percentage error of 5.6%, so it can be employed for

selecting suitable cutting conditions, toolpaths, fixtures posi-

tion and initial part geometry, leading to lowermilling process

forces, thus boosting the use of universal holding fixtures.
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